Mother of "Five Fighting Sailings"  
Presentes Her Story, Advice in Article

In an article written for The American magazine, now available in the library, Thomas P. Marlowe, son of the late Winslow Marlowe, of the five brothers, says that the five brothers were all in the war and all of them were killed. The article, "The Last Five Days," was published in the Chicago Daily News.

For arrangement with Robert A. Whitman, of the Crockett-Carroll Publishing Co., New York, the author today is in receipt of $750 for the handling of the article, "The Last Five Days," which was approximately 1,800 words in length.

 долен в журнале "The American".

В статье говорится о том, что пятеро братьев Марлоу, в том числе пять воинов, все были убиты. Статья "The Last Five Days" была опубликована в Chicago Daily News.

Для организации с Робертом А. Уитманом, издателем Crockett-Carroll Publishing Co., Нью-Йорк, автор сегодня получает отчисление в размере $750 за обработку статьи "The Last Five Days", которая была написана в 1,800 слов в длинной.
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